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A giant scorpion, a crab attack and a killer wolf – what do these three have in common? The zits
on Jared’s face.The night a red meteorite crash lands in the woods, Jared’s world gets turned
upside down. Each time the zits appear his friends connect the dots and discover they create
the pattern of an actual constellation. Looking up the myths behind the stars, they realize the
stories are coming true! It’s up to them to figure out why it’s happening, how to stop it and how
the new red-haired substitute teacher (from Mars) is connected.It’s a crime what’s happening – a
constellation crime.
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Kathleen J. ShieldsThis book is a work of fiction. Places, events, and situations in this story are
purely fictional. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, is coincidental.© Copyright
2017 Kathleen J. Shields. All rights reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in
a retrieval system, or transmitted by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying,
recording, or otherwise, without written permission from the author.7 PaperbackCanyon Lake,
TXwww.ErinGoBraghPublishing.comFor those who let their imaginations soar…A constellation
is a group of visible stars that form a pattern when viewed in the night sky. There are officially 88
imagined groupings of stars that form across the Northern and Southern hemisphere. Most
constellations have a story or myth that goes along with it that originates from ancient
Greece.The following images are the Constellations depicted in this story:Ara – The AltarThe
altar on which sacrifices were made to the gods.Cancer – The CrabThe crab sent by Hydra to
attack Hercules.Eridanus – The RiverThe river in which Helios drowned, shot down by a
thunderbolt from ZeusLupus – the WolfZeus turned King Lycaon into a wolf for practicing human
sacrificeMonoceros – UnicornThought to be one of the oldest referenced, it is not associated
with any known myth.Orion – The HunterOne of the most famous, he proclaimed himself to be
the greatest hunter of all timeScorpius – The ScorpionGaia sent this scorpion to kill Orion and it
chases Orion across the heavens still todayChapter 1The night sky was full of stars. Whenever
Tim saw one shooting he skipped the generic ‘make a wish moment’ and jumped into the
imaginary star battle. He’d see himself in a super-awesome lightning-fast spaceship, zipping
through the stars at warp 1000, racing to some planet that was currently being attacked by the
villains of the universe. Tim and his bestest buddy in the whole wide world, Jared, sat on the roof
talking about their space battles. Of course Tim was doing the majority of the talking, Jared
however, thought about the leftover catfish in the fridge and wondered if he could sneak down
for a quick snack. Jared and Tim had been friends for years. Jared lived next door. His mom ran
a B&B which stands for bed and breakfast. This meant people were always coming in from out
of town and staying for a while. There was never a dull moment because there were always
guests; couples on honeymoons or annual vacations, traveling business men who couldn’t get a
room at the small motel at the edge of town, women who called themselves antiquers; which
always confused Jared since they didn’t necessarily look that old and always bought used
furniture. Jared lay on the shingled roof and stared at the stars thinking again about the catfish
and how there was leftover coleslaw to go with it. Tim, lying next to him, mentioned how his
father was receiving a huge collection of killer scorpions tomorrow. Jared’s gaze shot to Tim in
fearful confusion. He was about to say something like, ‘Is he insane?’ when a red light suddenly
illuminated the sky. Tim and he both sat up and stared. “Dude it’s a comet!”“It’s a meteorite!”“It’s
the end of the word!”“Is it supposed to be red?”“We’re being attacked!”Tim was already in fight
or flight mode. He wished he really did have a spaceship right about now. They were both
freaking out. Their hearts beat in their chest as the red glow grew larger and larger.“It’s coming
right at us!”They grabbed each other’s hands. Their mouths were gaped wide open. They
watched helplessly in terror as the huge red light shot past them and landed just north of



Whisper woods.“Dad!” Jared yelled as he realized the huge red glow and subsequent explosion
took place right near his father’s hunting lodge. The landing area glowed red off in the distance
for a few minutes until finally it darkened and Tim and Jared looked at each other. That’s when
they noticed they were still holding each other’s hands. Pushing their hands apart, they shook
their palms and wiped their hands on their jeans, trying to regain their cool status.“Holy cow! Did
you see that?”They both stared at each other a moment longer, mouths stuck open. “Mom!
Dad!” Tim finally hollered as the two of them scrambled back into the house through the game
room window. Tim’s parents met them at the top of the stairs and the two of them began to
explain what had happened at the same time which to the parents sounded like a noisy jumbled
mess.“Hold on you two. One at a time, what’s going on?”Tim took charge of the story. “A meteor
just landed in the woods!”“A meteor?” His mother asked. “Are you sure?”“Yes!” Jared jumped in.
“It landed just north of my dad’s hunting lodge. We should call him right now!”Chapter 2Jared’s
father Mike had heard the landing and also witnessed the eerie red glow from the living room of
his lodge. Not sure what was going on, if there was an attack or a wreck, he grabbed his
shotgun and headed out the door. He had just closed his door, when he turned and saw a dark
silhouette approach the stairs. Startled, Jared’s father stopped and took aim. “Who are you?
What do you want?”The woman, shocked by the weapon pointed at her, backed away with her
hands raised. “My car broke down up the road. I was hoping you had a phone I could
use.”Dropping his weapons aim, he apologized and tried to explain his actions. However, as he
began to describe the red glow, the woman changed the subject. “The phone?”“Oh yes, here,
you can use the one in the living room. Please come in.”As she stepped into his lodge she
spoke. “I am Mrs. Lupus, the new substitute science teacher.”“Mike Jarrens.” He spoke as he
held out his hand to shake hers but she just stood there. Realizing, after the awkward exchange,
that she was still waiting for the phone, he reached over and picked it up and handed it to
her. “Here ya go.”She dialed a number and waited.“Yes, this is Mrs. Lupus, the substitute
teacher. I am running late.” She paused listening to the person on the other end of the line. “I will
need a ride...”“I can take you.” Mike spoke up. “Where ya heading?”“The Blackberry B&B.”“My
ex-wife owns that. I know exactly where it is.”“Okay.” She acknowledged and then spoke into the
phone. “We will be there shortly.”As Jared’s mother Bree, hung up the phone, Jared ran in the
door like a flash from a bolt of lightning. “Mom! You won’t believe what we just saw!” However
she interrupted him.“The new substitute teacher just called she’s running late but will be here
shortly. Can you go see that her room is ready to go?”“Yes mom, but the light...”“Yes, you can
leave the light on. We don’t want her to walk into a dark room.”Jared wanted to tell his mom
about the meteor but she was too preoccupied to listen. She got that way a lot so Jared let it go.
He knew she would be more inclined to listen over breakfast anyway.Jared was already in bed
when the substitute teacher arrived that night so when she came downstairs that morning for
breakfast he glanced at her curiously. She was unusually tall. Her dress nearly touched the
floor. Her skin was pale and grey. Her red hair was pulled back tightly into a bun and the shorter
pieces frizzed around her face. As she sat down with a plate of food just across from Jared she



began to eat without a single word. However when Jared’s mom sat down, he knew this was his
opportunity to tell her about his news.“Last night Tim and I saw a meteor.”“That’s nice dear.”“A
real meteor and it landed in Whisper Woods.”“I know that sometimes it can seem that close dear
but...”“There was a crash and a bright red glow for a few minutes. I called dad to see if he was
okay but there was no answer on his phone.”“That’s because he brought Mrs. Lupus here last
night.”“Wait! Dad was here last night? I didn’t get to see him!” Jared griped. “I know sweetheart,
but it was late. He didn’t want to wake you.”“But he could have told us about the meteor. I want
to go out there tonight and see if we can find where it landed.”By now Mrs. Lupus was intrigued
with the conversation; enough so to interject her thoughts. “Actually, a meteor burns up as it
passes through Earth’s atmosphere. A meteorite is what survives and lands on the ground. You
know, today in class we will be discussing something similar; stars and constellations.”“That
sounds nice dear.” Jared’s mom spoke to the teacher grateful for the conversation
change.Jared, however, was disappointed. He hadn’t gotten to see his father, there was no
‘okay’ answer from his mom to go see his father this afternoon and his mother didn’t necessarily
believe him about the meteor, scratch that, meteorite that landed in the woods. This morning
had already proven to be a complete disappointment and now he had to talk school stuff at the
breakfast table with the new teacher. Could it get any worse?As he sat there listening, but not
really, he began fiddling with his bowl of oatmeal. He stabbed it with his spoon a bunch of times
and then watched as it held his spoon straight up in the middle and then slowly let it begin to fall.
He’d tap it with his hand to see how long he could keep it standing in the thick goo until his mom
interrupted his concentration as she got up from the table.“Eat it son. Don’t play with it.”He took
his spoon into his hand and scooped up a bit, but as his mom walked out of the room into the
kitchen he tipped the spoon and watched the contents plop back down into the bowl like a
meteorite landing in the woods. Mrs. Lupus then pulled her purse up to the table and began
digging in it. Jared wasn’t really paying attention to her until she pulled out an odd shaped
crystal looking salt shaker. The lid was tarnished-looking silver and the contents looked like
round sea salt, thick white and shimmery.“Try some of this. It may help.” Mrs. Lupus spoke
handing the shaker over to Jared. He took it into his hand and looked at it. “What is it?”“It is a
special seasoning that I get far away from here. It makes everything taste better.”“Is it salt?”“No.
It’s a very special mineral that intensifies the flavor of any dish you put it on. Try it.” She
encouraged him.Jared was a little curious but he couldn’t imagine putting salt on his oatmeal so
he politely declined.“I guarantee you will like it. Just try a little bit.”Jared shrugged his shoulders
and shook a bit into the palm of his hand. He brought it up to his tongue and tasted it. It had no
flavor at all. “You need to put it on the food. It won’t help the flavor of your hand.”So again, Jared
shrugged and shook it once over his oatmeal. Then he dipped his spoon casually into the bowl
and brought up a small amount to his mouth. He tasted just the tip of the spoon, acting as if he
were eating something absolutely awful like spinach, but as the new flavor hit his taste buds his
eyes widened. “Wow!” He took another spoonful and popped it into his mouth. “Wow again!” He
spoke with food still in his mouth. He swallowed and took another bite. “That is amazing! I’ll



have to add that to my oatmeal more often!”“It isn’t just good for oatmeal, it helps every dish. It’s
great on fish, chicken, beef… even pizza.”“It makes pizza taste better? No way! Nothing can
make pizza taste any better than it already is.”“Sure does.”“Can you bring this special spice to
every meal?”“Why don’t you hold onto it?  I have more upstairs.”
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